
T 
he ‘68 Thunderbird that I am working on 

right now is the second car that I have torn 

into.  It is always fun to find items that had 

survived being “hidden” in the cars over 

the years.  You’ve probably found tools that slipped 

into hard to reach recesses, coins under the carpet 

and painted markings hurriedly placed on a piece 

during the cars production.   

It is these markings that are the most intriguing. 

Unlike a ROT sheet, another  gem hidden inside the 

car, it is difficult to find a meaning to these mark-

ings. Some could have been placed by a worker to 

indicate an assembly was ready to install or  as a 

quality control check.  Maybe it designated the car 

the item was scheduled to go on.  I have not been 

able to find any resources to help decipher these 

markings. 

One marking I did come across was easy to identify 

but in a sense more unusual.  To me it looks like 

someone’s signature. 

Now I have heard of times that employees were 

allowed to emblazon their names across something 

that they produced.  One example that I distinctly 

remember is when Boeing, just up the road in Seat-

tle, was building the 5,000th B-17G Bomber in 

1944.  Every employee at Boeing was invited to 

autograph their handiwork.  It became such an in-

spiring event that even sub-assemblies from outside 

companies would show up with signatures on them!  

It was estimated there were over 35,000 signatures 

covering the inside and outside of the airplane. It 

was reported the rough paint  caused the  airplane 

to cruise five knots slower than other B-17G’s! 

Sadly, even though that aircraft would accomplish 

78 combat missions and survive the war when it 

was offered to the city of Seattle, funding for a pro-

posed display could not be obtained.  The aircraft 

and those signatures would end up in a smelter.    

So, anyway,  there it was.  Handwriting on top of 

the original Lime Gold paint that was the car’s orig-

inal color. I absent mindedly wiped my hand to 

remove some of the dust and smeared what could 

be the initials “TH”.  The hand writing on the right 

side appears to be cursive letters ”Hohn”.  I’ve 

watched enough crime dramas to make the as-

sumption that this writing was either by two people 

or the same person at different times since the 

markings are written at different angles. None the 

less, here was proof that at some point 47 years 

ago someone actually had used their hands to 

build this car.  And 47 years later, after the sock-

ets, pens and bobby pins were lost inside the cab-

in, after 124,000 miles of dry heat and cold rain, 

after pulling a trailer and carting children,  I stood 

there and wondered if “TH” and “Hohn” were proud 

of what they produced like the folks at Boeing.  Or 

was this just another Thunderbird down the line 

that needed to be checked. Either way it is some-

thing that makes this car more personal to me.  

If you know “TH” or “Hohn” let them know that I 

have their car.  And before I put the fender back on 

I am going to scribble my signature below theirs.        

     

Tom           
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A Shocking Story  

L 
ast month we started to look at  how to do 

a tune-up on the 390 CID FE engine found 

in most of the Thunderbirds that club mem-

bers have.  The procedures for other en-

gines from this era will be similar.  We had just fin-

ished checking that the cylinders were able to main-

tain pressure by inserting a compression tester in 

each spark plug hole and cranking the engine.  With 

that check done, it’s time to give the spark plugs a 

look see. 

At first glance a spark plug looks simple. With no 

moving parts what could wear out, right?  But think 

about the life of a spark plug.  It is subjected to wide 

pressure, temperature and electrical voltage chang-

es.  Over time, plugs are physically affected and 

their performance changes.  One manual that I ref-

erence says that if just one plug out of eight misfires 

half the time travelling at 50 mph, you end up wast-

ing around 7% of your fuel.  These cars don’t get 

great mileage as it is so ensuring the plugs are at 

their best is paramount.  Since we carefully main-

tained the order of which plug went to which cylinder 

we can glean some more information as to how 

each cylinder in the engine is running by inspecting 

the plugs. 

A spark plug consists 

of a center electrode 

covered by a non-

conductive insulator, 

usually ceramic.  A 

metal shell surrounds 

the insulator.  The shell 

also holds the side 

electrode, where the 

electricity jumps to 

from the center elec-

trode.  This shell aids in heat transfer from the plug 

and provides a hard surface to install the plug. If the 

engine was not experiencing any problems before-

hand, the outside of the plug 

should be free of dirt, oil or 

grease.  There should be no dirt 

or oil on the threads of the plug.  

The center electrode will usually 

have some rusty brown to gray-

ish tan deposits on it.  The elec-

trodes will also show some ero-

sion of their crisp edges.  These are signs that eve-

rything is normal.  Ta plug like this can be cleaned, 

gapped and re-installed.   

The 1964 Ford Thunderbird maintenance manual 

suggests using a sand blast cleaner to clean spark 

plugs.  Since most folks don’t have that tool availa-

ble, a wire brush can be used to remove deposits on 

the electrodes while a small pick can be used to 

reach areas that the brush misses. Use compressed 

air to blow away the loosened deposits or very gen-

tly tap the spark plug while holding it upright.  Next, 

use a small file to create sharp, 

parallel edges on each of the 

electrodes.  Finally, the correct 

spacing or gap must be set 

between the electrodes. The 

use of a gap tool or “feeler 

gauge” is required. This tool 

usually consists of multiple 

wires or strips of metal that are 

of precise widths.  The recom-

mended width from the manual 

is .032”-.036”, so locate that 

gauge and  slide it between the 

electrodes.  Over time 

the electrode material 

erodes and the gap 

opens wider.  The gap 

tool will probably slide 

between the elec-

trodes without touch-

ing either one.  If this 

happens the side elec-

trode can be adjusted 

to the right distance.  

There are several 

ways that this can be 

accomplished but hit-

ting it with a hammer is 

not one of them!  Strik-

ing any plug may damage the ceramic insulator and 

ruin it.  Before inserting the spark plugs put a light 

coating of anti-seize compound on the threads to 

make removal easier next time. Finger-tighten the 

spark plugs and then torque to 15-20 ft-lbs.  If you 

don’t have a torque wrench you can usually use a 

half turn more from finger tight.   

Continued on next page 

A good plug 

Top:  Checking the gap 

with feeler gauge  

Below:   Special hand 

vise  used to regap plug  
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T 
here were probably a few boys in Dayton, Ohio that were enthralled by the invention of Wright brothers in 1907.  One of 

those boys was Fred Hooven.  Hooven would eventually come to know the Wright’s, but where they would remain solely 

with the airplane, Hooven would go on to design and engineer much more. 

After graduating with an engineering degree from MIT in 1927, Hooven engineered and patented 38 designs of his crea-

tion in medical, sound reproduction, aviation, automotive fields.  One of his inventions was the Radio 

Compass for aerial navigation. His radio compass was removed from Amelia Earhart’s plane and re-

placed with a unit of older design.  Many believe that if Hooven’s radio had not been removed Earhart 

would not have become lost. 

 In 1957 Hooven went to work for Ford Motor Company.  At Ford, he would submit to patent 

his design of a Front Wheel Drive (FWD) vehicle.  Enough support existed at the higher levels of Ford 

that close to $3 million was spent on FWD prototypes.  The model selected to showcase this new 

technology would be the redesigned Thunderbird for 1961.  Unfortunately, there were development 

problems and the program was delayed and then finally canceled in 1960.  Hooven was granted his 

patent in September 1962.  

  Though there were other FWD vehicles make prior to 1966, the honor of the first production FWD vehicle would be 

Oldsmobile’s 1966 Toronado.  One writer describes the similarity between Hooven’s patent and GM’s design as so similar that he 

“strongly suspect(s) some kind of royalty or licensing agreement would have been necessary.”  Though Hooven would work on the 

Thunderbird, Falcon, Fairlane and Galaxie, no FWD design would be produced by Ford until the Fiesta in 1977, ten years after he 

leaves Ford for academia.   Lee Iacocca, Division General Manager at Ford when Hooven was there would say:   

 

The thing I remember most about Fred is that he said future cars would not be built the way cars were built then.  

Front-wheel-drive was the way of the future and rear-wheel-drive was antiquated. He would say “It’s silly to design 

cars the way we do. Why not put a power pack up front just like a horse?  A horse will pull anything.”  And of course 

it turned out that way, the way Fred said it would. We do have front-wheel-minivans today that were a glint in his eye 

then because he said that is the way to do efficient packaging.   

 

 It’s interesting to wonder what the Thunderbird would have become if it was the first production FWD back in 1961. 

If the engine was experiencing problems though, the 

condition of the spark plug could indicate what the prob-

lem is. The pictures to the right show some problem 

signs and their causes.   

The last check we’ll do is to verify that there are no air 

leaks around the manifold.  Gaps in the seals or gaskets 

allows excess air into the engine throwing off its opera-

tion.   A vacuum gauge like the one below can be found 

at most auto parts stores. The typical gauge will measure 

vacuum as “inches of mercury” or “Hg.  

With a warmed up engine, remove the hose that goes to 

the power brake booster. This is found at the rear of the 

intake manifold.  With the transmission in neutral and 

engine at idle rpm, check the vacuum gauge.  A reading of 18” Hg or higher indicates proper operation.   

Unfortunately, lower readings may not be caused by one specific problem.  The manual states to “exercise cau-

tion in analyzing an abnormal reading.”  The correction may be as simple as a leaky carburetor to valve timing 

or adjustment.  These problems could make up a separate an entire article.  If you encounter an abnormal 

measurement I would suggest taking your findings to a mechanic.   

This is a good spot to stop.  We know the health of the pistons and rings, the spark plugs and the seal around 

the intake manifold.  Next, we’ll tackle the intricate part of fuel and timing to ensure the engine is operating the 

way it was designed to. 

Tom Przedwojewski writes from underneath the hood where he is trying to figure out how to keep an older car running.   

Metal  electrodes 

eroded away 

indicates a plug 

beyond its useful 

life.   

Physical damage 

may occur from 

severe detona-

tion or the plug 

striking the pis-

ton.   

A bridge of car-

bon or oil can be 

caused by multi-

ple problems.  

Soft sooty black 

deposits could 

from improper 

engine tuning to 

driving to slow.  

Fred Hooven 1905-1985 
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  Say What? A 2016 T-bird? 

T H U N D E R B I R D  F L Y E R  

The engine 

used in the 

new model 

will satisfy 

the demand.  

The log cab-

in is made 

with alumi-

num, wood 

and fiber 

products.  

Trolling through a Google search for stories for this newsletter sometimes reveal an interesting  sto-

ry.  I came across this article and felt that I could not do it enough justice so I have reproduced it in 

its original, unedited entirety.  The original can be found at carsconcept2016.com/2016-ford-

thunderbird-enhancements/.  This most likely was a translation of a translation, but hey, maybe the 

writer knows something we don’t.  Enjoy!   

2016 Ford Thunderbird With More Enhancements 

2016-ford-thunderbird 

The 2016 Ford Thunderbird is a new and enhanced 

legend which is from ford. The manufacturers are ready 

to publish it on the market in the year 2016. The 2016 

Ford Thunderbird is built with two doors and have the T-

bird finishing style. The appearance and its performance 

are improved. It is an amazing car which uses the new 

method. 

2016 Ford Thunderbird Release date 

The release date of 2016 Ford Thunderbird is not 

known. It is expected to come at the year 2016 ending. 

The ford doesn’t provide the information for releasing 

the 2016 Ford Thunderbird. 

Price 

The price of 2016 ford thunderbird is not yet announced. 

It can be predicted that it will be $30,000. The infor-

mation about pricing is not released. The price will be 

announced before it reaches the market. The company 

should introduce the price of the car with reasonable 

rate to record the sales. The 2016 Ford Thunderbird is 

competitive to gain the good reply from the customers. 

Specification 

The 2016 Ford Thunderbird is the design of the previous 

blend system. It uses the two door coupe scheme with a 

T-bird style. The version is produced by Taurus Volva. It 

contains the wheelbase which is more durable. The front 

tires can be relocated easier. It is luxurious car which 

provides better driving experience. 

Engine 

There is no idea about the engine of 2016 Ford Thun-

derbird. The authorized information is not provided. It is 

estimated that the new 2016 Ford Thunderbird will be 

same as the previous model engine. It is the AJ-26 and 

4 liter V8, which is able to produce 252 HP and 267 lb-ft 

of torque. The powerhouse of an engine is the combina-

tion of ford 5R55N. The current model of ford, has the 

multiport hypodermic with the five speed automatic 

gearbox. It generates the new power trains in the vehi-

cles. There will be a change in the hood and 

wheelbase provide better control and drive. 

Exterior design 

The two door coupe is model of the classic car 

which is popular during the 50s and 60s. There 

is no change in the new 2016 Ford Thunderbird. 

The two seater will be discarded, which is pre-

sent from the year 2000. In 1960s model, the 

thunderbird contains a coupe. There is front 

extension and change in the front tires. The logo 

of Thunderbird will be present in front of the car. 

The design includes the improved C column. 

The version of this new model is generated from 

a Taurus’s Volvo. 

Interior design 

The 2016 Ford Thunderbird does not provide 

more information about automobile. The report 

of an automobile is an option for the physique 

construction which provide the benefit of car 

cabin. The frame car body is large and automo-

bile have the possibility of providing much space 

to the interior. The inside of the car have the 

comfortable design. It has the wrapped alcove 

seating at the rear. The 2016 Ford Thunderbird 

will come with spacious design. The engine 

used in the new model will satisfy the demand. 

The log cabin is made with aluminum, wood and 

fiber products. The style of this model is elegant 

and has the cranny seats. The photographers 

didn’t take the shots inside the car. The struc-

ture of the body will be large, so the cabin will 

grow. There will be a larger space of the head 

and for the leg. 

Conclusion 

The 2016 Ford Thunderbird series are the popu-

lar car designs which are provided by the manu-

facturers of ford. This car stolen the hearts of 

locomotive lover. It has the old fashioned style 

which is curved body and the circled lamp. The 

2016 Ford Thunderbird uses the new technolo-

gy and provides the best performance. 

http://carsconcept2016.com/2016-ford-thunderbird-enhancements/
http://carsconcept2016.com/2016-ford-thunderbird-enhancements/
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A 
n article in a December 2015 issue of USA Today was about the Ford Motor Company using Corning’s Gorilla Glass 

for the windows in the next iteration of the GT.  This is the same glass that you’d find on your smartphone and mil-

lions of other smart devices.  Gorilla Glass’ claim to fame is its light weight and scratch resistance; two things that are 

very important with a hand held device and maybe even more important for 

the glass in an automobile.  By decreasing the weight of the glass windows a vehicle 

becomes more efficient.  It also shifts its center of gravity lower creating a more maneu-

verable platform. When you add its ability to fend off the micro-abrasion that automobile 

windshields experience from being constantly barraged by road grit and grime, it be-

comes a no-brainer to use it. 

But, this is for the 2016 Ford GT program. A car that will be priced around $400,000 per 

copy.  The Ford GT program is about performance and styling so the teams have to 

look at how to shave weight and maintain performance numbers.  Will you be seeing 

Gorilla Glass on the 2016 Ford Focus? Most likely not. 

Ford was the first company to introduce a type of safety glass that would not create 

shards when broken.  By 1937, all automobile production would contain safety glass.  

With minor changes the glass is still the same as it was then.  Safety glass is inexpen-

sive to produce and meets or exceeds the requirements of the automotive manufactur-

ers.  Corning estimates that switching to Gorilla Glass will reduce weight by 25-30% or 

about 5-6 pounds.  They also estimate that it will cost  $2-$4 per pound saved.  So a 

typical windshield would increase the cost from $10 to $24 per windshield.  Most pro-

duction cars will not find too much of a performance increase to warrant even this 

amount of price increase.  

So even though Corning says it is working with several manufacturers, don’t expect to see Gorilla Glass on any new cars sitting 

on a car lot soon.  It’s even less likely that this type of glass will be used in replacement glass for classic cars.    

 I never claimed to know a lot about restoring 

cars; I am always learning something new.  If 

you can say the same thing then you may like 

this new section that I am starting.  If you 

learn something that makes life easier for 

you, like this tip below, send it in to me and 

I’ll share it with the group. There are probably 

a couple of folks out there that will benefit 

from your knowledge.  

If you have had to work on your Thunderbird’s brakes, you may have run into re-

moving the parking brake cables on the backing plate.  The splayed arms on the 

retaining clip need to be squeezed in and pushed through the access hole. My 

trouble was that I tried to push each arm separately when it was obvious that they 

all needed to be squeezed in and pushed out at the same time.  It seemed that a 

person needed three hands to remove this clip.   

Then the other day I saw someone 

put a hose clamp around the re-

tainer, tighten it until the arms 

came together and the retainer 

clip was easily pushed out. Well 

DUH! It was so obvious. And so 

simple.  If you know other ideas 

send them to me!     

Ford Engineer, Paul Linden, de-

scribes the use of Gorilla Glass 

for the Ford GT supercar 
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NWVTC Christmas Dinner 
Attendance:  Tom , Diane and Joey Przedwojewski, Eric and Ana Johansson, Vicky, Steve, Aaron and 

Ana Wimsat, Bill and Karen Reents, Chuck and Debra Davis, Rona and Joanne Petrie, Bob 

and Fran Peters,  Al and Patti Garibaldi, John Aird, Brent and Brenda Sherlock, Mike and 

Nancy Hinsch, Dave and Barbara Coles, Jim and Paula Goos 

 

30+ club members gathered at Huber’s Café in Portland for our annual  Christmas dinner on December 

13th.  Thanks to Ana Johansson’s planning we again were able to enjoy the café all to our-

selves as we ate before the usual opening time. As members arrived, they placed their un-

wrapped toys with the others to be donated to Les Schwab’s Toy Drive.  The group mingled 

for about a half hour and then took their places at tables festively set with Christmas center-

pieces.  While dinner was being served, Tom and Eric ran through a recap of the events and 

happenings through the year and some of what was to come in 2016.  As dinner progressed 

there were several Spanish Coffee orders placed (the making of these coffees is a show in 

itself!). Then after dinner Tom and Eric talked about a former member who had passed away 

a few months ago.  This members daughter is now trying to remove twenty years of cars, car 

parts, R/C model airplanes and other garage and household items.  The club was asked that 

if anyone is interested in parts or cars to let Tom or Eric know.  They will put a list together 

and present that to the daughter.  To end the celebration the centerpieces were raffled off 

along with a four pack of Portland Zoo tickets.     

Top:  Huber’s gave us a private cele-

bration experience. 

Left: Making Spanish Coffees is al-

ways a show! 

Right:  Stack of presents to go to 

Les Schwab. 
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Club Meetings 
 

 January  19th (Tue)  Regular Club Meeting, Bird Nest, West Linn, OR 

 

 

VTCI Events 
http://vintagethunderbirdclub.net/events.htm 

   April 27th-May 1st, 2016 (Wed-Sun) SE Regional, Chattanooga, TN 

   June 2nd-5th, 2016 (Thur- Sun) SC Regional, Norman, OK 

   August 10th-14th, 2016  (Wed-Sun) 2016 International Convention, Kansas City, MO 

ITC Events 
http://www.iintl-thunderbirdclub.com/index.html 

      September 13th-18th, 2016 (Tue-Sun) International Convention, Bethlehem, PA  

 

Car Shows and Events 

     No scheduled events found, look for new listings in December. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
These are not all the events in the area.  If I have missed any that you think the club members would like to know 
about send in the information and I’ll put it in the list!  If you attend an event snap a picture or two and write up 

something for the newsletter.  Each event has a certain flavor and we all like to find a fun and interesting event. 

 

Classiccarsrotting.com 

http://vintagethunderbirdclub.net/events.htm
http://www.intl-tbirdclub.com/events.html


Passing Lane       fun and funny stuff from the road 

2016 Executive Board 

President                Tom Przedwojewski 

64skibird@gmail.com 

VP                           Eric Johansson 

                                ericlj66@gmail.com 

Secretary                   Open 

 

Treasurer             Vicky Wimsatt 

           

Web site/                Tom Przedwojewski 

Newsletter 

Find us on the web at 

www.nwtbirds.org 

 

First meeting for 2016 will be on Tuesday January 19th, 2016 at Bird 

Nest.  Usual time of 6:30 pm to eat and 7:00 for meeting.   

Make your new years resolution to come out and join us.  We can’t 

have a great club unless you are involved! 

 Club Meeting Times 

Club member Brent Sherlock is selling 

his 66 Town Coupe.  It was purchased 

new at Ball Ford in Tigard and re-

mained with the original owner locally 

until he purchased it in 2008. This is a 

true survivor. It has been garaged since 

new. The original paint is a bit thin and 

has its share of small dents, dings, 

scrapes, scratches and touch ups, but 

no serious damage or rust. All the glass is near perfect, and all the trim is very 

nice. The interior looks great, but could use new 

carpet. The steering wheel has 3 cracks in it, 

and the drivers arm rest has the usual issues. 

The power windows, seat, antenna, AM FM 

radio, gauges, and lights, inside and out all 

work. No electrical problems. The vacuum door 

locks work, but the vacuum trunk release, and 

clock do not. 8000 miles on rebuilt 390. 350 

miles on rebuilt C-6 trans. 500 miles on rebuilt 

carb. 1200 miles on tires, brakes, rear axle bearings and seals. Tags good till 

11/2016. Get in and drive it anywhere. Have all service records dating back to 

1971. Hope to find a good home with a true T Bird lover. $5,500.00     

Call Brent Sherlock in Tigard to arrange viewings. 503-330-7901 

http://www.nwtbirds.org

